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38-GHz Millimeter Wave Beam Steered Fiber

Wireless Systems for 5G Indoor Coverage:

Architectures, Devices, and Links
Z. Cao, Member, IEEE, X. Zhao, F. M. Soares,

N. Tessema, and A. M. J. Koonen

Abstract— Millimeter wave (mm-wave) beam steering is a key
technique for the next generation (5G) wireless communica-
tion. The 28 and 38-GHz bands are widely considered as the
candidates for 5G. In the context of indoor coverage, fiber-
wireless systems with multiple simplified remote antenna sites
are attractive to avoid the indoor coverage problem caused by
the high wall penetration loss of mm-wave signals. To allow
enough antenna gain at the mm-wave bands, radio beam steering
(and beamforming) is desired. Combining fiber-wireless system
with remotely controlled photonic mm-wave beam steering can
bring significant advances in terms of energy efficiency and cost.
In this paper, we explore two kinds of indoor fiber-wireless
network architectures for such mm-wave beam steering. Then,
we discuss and investigate the key enabling device, which is an
arrayed waveguide grating feedback loop (AWG-loop). Based
on the AWG-loop, we further design two fiber-wireless links to
accommodate the two network architectures. Both links with bit
rates from 50 Mb/s to 8 Gb/s per spatial channel are exper-
imentally demonstrated with a 38-GHz carrier frequency. The
advanced reversely modulated optical transmitter and half-cycled
16 quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM-16) are employed
to realize a simplified mm-wave beam steered fiber-wireless
link with the record-breaking 16-b/s/Hz (4 spatial channels×4
bits/s/Hz) spatial-spectral efficiency in its kind.

Index Terms— 5G, mm-wave, optical mm-wave beam steering,
photonic integrated circuit, optical tunable delay line.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE current explosion of communication traffic is driven

by an insatiable appetite for high speed internet con-

nectivity and video-based content delivery to wireless and

mobile terminal users, especially for indoor scenarios. The

next generation wireless networks (5G) target to provide

1000 times higher wireless area capacity in 2020 compared
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to the one in 2010 [1]. To boost the capacity in the spec-

tral domain, the millimeter wave (mm-wave) communication

is a promising solution by exploring the huge bandwidth

at higher frequency [2], [3]. There are two challenges for

mm-wave communications: one is the high penetration loss

through walls, which makes inter-room connection/coverage

difficult; the other is the small electrical aperture induced low

antenna gain. Fiber-wireless systems with loss-less fiber links

and multiple simplified remote antenna sites can overcome

the inter-room connection/coverage problem, while the issue

of low antenna gain can be overcome by beam steering

(and beamforming) techniques. Samsung recently proposed

and demonstrated a mm-wave communication empowered by

beam steering [3], which is based on electronic devices. For

broadband beam steering, true time delay (TTD) is required.

However, the electronic integrated circuits (for instance (Bi)

CMOS) suffer from high loss at high frequencies. Optical

true time delay (OTTD) with inherent low loss and broad

bandwidth can be used for broadband mm-wave beam steering

to avoid the beam squint problems [4]–[13]. Fiber-wireless

systems incorporating optical true time delay radio beam steer-

ing have been proposed for indoor networks [5], [6]. In such

work, OTTD is beneficial to the radio over fiber (RoF) systems

since no additional electrical-optical and optical-electrical

conversion is required. However, the optical tunable delay

lines (OTDLs) employed in [5], [6] are based on bulk-optics

components, which limit their further applications. The inte-

grated OTDLs are of demand [14]–[17] for compact and stable

optical mm-wave beam steering. Recently, we designed and

characterized a remotely tunable integrated OTDL based on an

arrayed waveguide grating feedback loop (AWG-loop). Since

the AWG is used as both the wavelength multiplexer (MUX)

and the de-multiplexer (de-MUX), the AWG-loop allows a

compact, fabrication tolerant and scalable solution for inte-

grated OTDL [18]. Thanks to this AWG-loop, a series of

advanced system features are guaranteed: 1) the antenna sites

can be simplified with a single remotely tunable OTDL chip

without active control; 2) multiple beams supporting multiple

users can be realized simultaneously due to its linear feature;

3) it is low cost, compact and power efficient compared with

its discrete component counterpart.

Enabled by our novel integrated AWG-loop, we propose

and experimentally demonstrate two novel optical mm-wave

beam steered fiber-wireless systems at 38 GHz for 5G indoor

0018-9197 © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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Fig. 1. The principle of AWG-loop based integrated optical tunable delay line (OTDL), (a) AWG-loop delay network; (b) delay at Out-2 of (a), (c) delay
at Out-1 of (a). OS: optical power splitter; Signal: optical mm-wave signal; CODL: compensation optical delay line.

coverage, one for low density star architecture, the other for

high density point-to-point (P-t-P) architecture. Two fiber-

wireless links are designed and experimentally investigated

for such two architectures. In these links, the fiber-wireless

data transferring with bit rates from 50 Mb/s to 8 Gb/s

are demonstrated with mm-wave beam steered by remote

wavelength tuning. The whole paper is organized as follows.

In Section II, two indoor beam steered fiber-wireless network

architectures are proposed and discussed. The properties and

operation principle of the proposed integrated AWG-loop are

explored in Section III. In Section IV and Section V, the beam

steered fiber-wireless links designed for low-density star archi-

tecture and high-density P-t-P architecture are discussed and

experimentally studied. Finally, the whole paper is concluded

in Section IV. This paper is an extension of our work presented

in OFC2016 [19].

II. ARCHITECTURE OF INDOOR mm-WAVE BEAM

STEERED FIBER WIRELESS SYSTEM

Fig. 1 shows a mm-wave beam steered fiber-wireless system

in an indoor scenario. The wireless services delivered by an

external access network are processed via a home control

center (HCC), which serves as a gateway. After the HCC, the

processed wireless signals are modulated on optical carriers

and then distributed via an indoor fiber-wireless network.

In each room, photonic mm-wave beamformers based on

AWG-loops, as shown in Fig. 1(a), are installed at the end

of the network as remote access points. The wireless signal

carried on optical carrier is split into two branches, one

directly to a photodiode (PD-1) and its cascaded antenna, the

other to the other photodiode (PD-2) through an AWG-loop.

The AWG-loop is, in essence, a step-wise wavelength-tunable

discrete delay unit. It is elaborated in Section III. When the

wavelength of an optical carrier is tuned, the delay at PD-1

is fixed while the one at PD-2 is step-wisely tuned. It tunes

the delay difference between the two antennas, which results

in the mm-wave beam steering. The steps of tuned beams in

an AWG-loop depend on the number of tunable wavelengths.

To avoid cross talk, there is a minimal value for the spectral

spacing between each wavelength. Thus, the spectral range of

the incoming signal defines the upper boundary of the beam

density. Here we propose two network architectures: one is

the star architecture for low density of tuned beams; the other

is the P-t-P architecture for high density of tuned beams. The

low density architecture is designed for low capacity systems

with low complexity while the high density one aims for high

capacity systems.

As shown in Fig. 1(b), all the wavelengths generated

from tunable lasers (TL-1/2/3) in the start architecture are

combined with the spectrum schematically shown in inset i.

Different colors denote different wavelengths. The combined

wavelengths are then modulated by a local oscillator (LO)

via an up-conversion modulator (UpCon-Mod) with spectrum

shown in inset ii. Afterwards, the wavelengths are separated

into a series of wavelength groups by a wavelength de-MUX

for different rooms. The spectra after de-MUX are shown

in inset iii/iv/v. The services provided for each room are

modulated on each wavelength group. The beam density in

a room is determined by the wavelength tuning range of its

allocated wavelength group. Since the whole spectral range is
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Fig. 2. The principle of AWG-loop based integrated optical tunable delay line (OTDL), (a) AWG-loop delay network; (b) delay at Out-2 of (a), (c) delay
at Out-1 of (a). OS: optical power splitter; Signal: optical mm-wave signal; CODL: compensation optical delay line.

Fig. 3. The measured delays of different delay channels of the AWG-loop.

split into many pieces for different rooms, the beam density

of each room is low.

As shown in Fig. 1(c), the high density P-t-P architecture

provides separate fiber channels for each room. It means that

the whole spectral range can be fully used for each room,

as shown in inset i/ii/iii, resulting in a high beam density.

However, for each room, separate up-conversion modulators

are on demand. It is clear that the advantage of the high

density one is achieved with the sacrifice of complexity

and cost.

III. INTEGRATED REMOTELY-TUNABLE DELAY LINE

The proposed integrated AWG-loop and its corresponding

AWG-loop delay network (ALDN) to serve as a photonic

mm-wave beamformers are shown in Fig. 2. An experimental

system based on such ALDN is shown in Fig. 5, which

will be detailed in the following part. The 1-by-2 ALDN

shown in Fig. 2(a) includes an optical power splitter (OS)

and an AWG-loop. The optical signal is split into two paths:

one directly goes to the first output (Out-1) and the other

goes through an AWG-loop to the second output (Out-2).

As shown in Fig. 2(a), the AWG-loop is formed by the

Fig. 4. The measured RF transmission of different paths of the AWG-loop.

N-by-N spectral-cyclic AWG, which is employed as both the

wavelength MUXand the de-MUX. The AWG is cyclic in

optical spectrum, which allows further interleaved operation

for 2-D optical mm-wave beam steering [4]. The feedback

loops (optical waveguides) connect N-1 pairs of inputs and

outputs of the AWG in a symmetric configuration for re-

circulating operations and one pair of input and output is left

as the input and output of the AWG-loop. This AWG-loop

is topologically equivalent to two AWGs in series with a

delay element in between, which works as a stepwise OTDL.

As shown in Fig. 2(b), the delay of Out-2 can be selected

by tuning the wavelength of the signal. The delay of Out-1 is

shown in Fig. 2(c). A compensation optical delay line (CODL)

is employed to compensate the travel time of the AWG-loop

to avoid initial delay offset between Out-1/-2. By re-using the

same AWG as MUX and de-MUX, its footprint can be signifi-

cantly reduced (approximately by half) and the relative spectral

mis-alignment between the MUX and de-MUX does not exist

anymore. More details regarding such ALDN can be found

in [4]. Such an ALDN also provides advanced system features:

1) the antenna sites can be simplified with a single remotely

tunable OTDL chip without active control; 2) multiple beams

supporting multiple users can be realized simultaneously due
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Fig. 5. The experimental setup of 38-GHz mm-wave beam-steered RoF system for star architecture, (a) the photo of the AWG-loop chip; (b)-(c) the measured
optical spectrum; (d) the photo of the beam-steered RoF system with antenna subsystem; (e) the photo of fiber coupling subsystem.

to its linear feature; 3) it is low cost, compact and power

efficient compared with its discrete component counterpart.

The photo of the fabricated integrated AWG-loop is shown

in Fig. 3(a). The core component of the AWG-loop is a

spectral-cyclic 5-by-5 AWG. Its grating central wavelength λc

is designed at 1550 nm and the grating order is designed to be

174. The free spectral range (FSR) is 8 nm (1000 GHz). The

channel spacing (CS) is 1.6 nm (200 GHz) and its –3-dB pass-

band is 0.52 nm (65 GHz). The waveguides connect four pairs

of input and output to form the feedback loops with different

delays. One pair of input and output of the AWG (In-0, Out-0)

is used as the input and output of the AWG-loop and is

connected to two spot size convertors (SSCs). Deep-etched

waveguides are used for all these connections. The footprint of

the AWG-loop is 2.6 mm × 1.2 mm. The maximum insertion

loss of the AWG-loop is 6.5 dB without SSC coupling loss.

With gain section on such platform, this loss can be easily

compensated. The maximum delay (Path-4) is designed to be

12.5 ps for π phase shift at 40 GHz. The designed delays

of Path-1 to Path-4 increase progressively with a range of

12.5 ps. A time domain correlation method is used for delay

measurement. As shown in Fig. 3, the measured delays linearly

increases from Path-1 to Path-4 with a delay range of 12 ps,

which is a little smaller than the one we expected. The

differences between the designed delays and the measured

ones for Path-1 to Path-4 are -0.5, 0.1, -0.76 and 0 ps from

1540 to 1548 nm. The acceptable match between the designed

delays and measured ones demonstrate a high design accuracy.

As shown in Fig. 4, we measured the radio frequency (RF)

transmission curve of the AWG-loop by an electrical vector

network analyzer (VNA) with a measurement range from

130 MHz to 20 GHz. The Path-0 without feedback loop is

used as a referenced path with optimized alignment of optical

carrier and the passband center of the employed AWG channel.

The -3-dB bandwidth of the AWG is 65 GHz, which is much

higher than the frequency range of the VNA. Therefore the

AWG filtering effect does not contribute significantly to the

RF bandwidth while the limited bandwidth of the employed

optical transmitter and receiver does. All measured results

are then calibrated by the measured transmission of Path-0

to remove the disturbance from the optical transmitter and

receiver. The results suggest that the transmission fluctuation

is less than 5 dB. The phase-frequency can be found in [20],

which demonstrates its broadband true time delay feature.

IV. FIBER-WIRELESS LINK FOR LOW DENSITY

STAR ARCHITECTURE

The mm-wave beam steered fiber-wireless link for star

architecture is schematically shown in Fig. 5. The data-

carrying optical mm-wave is generated by the radio-over-fiber

(RoF) transmitter and then delivered to the radio access point.

The tuning of the optical carrier wavelength results in a change

of the differential delay between the two photodiodes and

finally makes the mm-wave beam steered spatially. The proof-

of-concept experimental setup is described in the following.

The 12.9-dBm optical carrier from a tunable laser (TL) passes

to a Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM, MZ-a shown in Fig. 5)

via a polarization controller (PC). The 19-GHz clock signal
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is applied to MZ-a biased at its null point for optical carrier

suppression. In this way, the 38-GHz carrier frequency can

be generated after optical-electrical conversion. The generated

-5.2-dBm optical mm-wave is then modulated by the second

MZM (MZ-b) after a PC. The 25-MSymbol/s QPSK signal at

500-MHz intermediate frequency generated from a vector sig-

nal generator (R&S SMU200A) is applied on MZ-b. The data

rate is limited by the vector signal generator. In principle, the

integrated ALDN subsystem provides a bandwidth limitation

as large as 65 GHz here. The resulted -20.5-dBm optical signal

is then amplified to 14.9 dBm before 50-m single mode fiber

delivery. The optical spectra after MZ-a and MZ-b are shown

respectively in Fig. 5(b) and (c). The optical signal arrives at

the radio access point and is split into two paths. One directly

connects to a photodiode (PD-1) with a discrete tunable delay

line to compensate the delay offset between the two paths. The

launched optical power of PD-1 is 8.7 dBm. The other passes

through the integrated AWG-loop by two cleaved single mode

fibers for coupling. The photo of the fiber coupling system is

shown in Fig. 5(e). The output signal with 2.4 dBm power is

amplified to 10.3 dBm and then launched into a photodiode

(PD-2) for optical-electrical conversion. The converted signals

are then amplified by two 40-GHz band amplifiers (EA-1

and EA-2). The outputs of EA-1/2 are separately connected

to two identical 38-GHz aperture antennas (Tx-1 and Tx-2)

to transmit the data signals wirelessly. The center-to-center

distance d between Tx-1/-2 is 1.93 cm. To receive the wireless

signals, a 38-GHz aperture antenna (Rx) is mounted on an

optical rail at a forward distance of 260 mm. The Rx antenna

can be moved along the rail. The measurement is carried

out with different lateral distances along the optical rail.

A photo of the whole fiber-wireless system including the

antennas is shown in Fig. 5(d). The received 38-GHz signal is

then analyzed by a radio frequency spectral analyzer (RFSA)

to obtain the received power, phase noise and error vector

magnitude (EVM) of the QPSK signal.

The measured phase noise of the 38-GHz signal is shown

in Fig. 6. It indicates that the phase noise performance can

be improved if the optical signal goes through the integrated

AWG-loop). Since the out-of-band noise is partially filtered

out due to the passband effect of the AWG-loop, the conver-

sion from additional noise to phase noise is relieved, which

reduces the corresponding phase noise. We measured the

received power of the 38-GHz signal along the optical rail as

shown in Fig. 5(d) to obtain the mm-wave beam profile and

to observe the mm-wave beam steering. The center of the two

transmitter antennas (Tx-1/-2) and the origin of the optical rail

are aligned. The measured received power versus the offset of

the optical rail origin (referred as ‘X-axis offset’) is shown

in Fig. 7 with its simulation counterpart. The simulation is

performed based on the basic expression of the array factor

shown below:

AF(θ) =

N∑

n=1

In exp(− jβnd sin θ) (1)

The assumption behind Eq. (1) is that the forward distance

(260 mm) is much longer than the element antenna distance

Fig. 6. The measured phase noise of different delay channels of the
AWG-loop.

d (19.3 mm), which results in the same arrival angle (θ)

for Tx-1 and Tx-2. The additional phase compensation is

added since the forward distance from the transmitter antennas

(Tx-1/-2) is not that long. The engaged aperture antennas

can be considered as semi-omni-directional antennas. Their

far-field patterns cover the whole hemisphere with a small

deviation. Thus we do not take the far-field pattern of the

aperture antennas into account in our simulation. In the simu-

lation, the amplitude coefficients of the two antennas are set to

1 and 0.675 respectively corresponding to the optical powers

launched to the photodiodes. The phase shifts of the two

antennas in the simulation are converted from the measured

delays of the integrated AWG-loop. The peak of the simulated

power curve is then normalized to the peak of the experimental

results for all cases.

Fig. 7(a) and (b) are based on the same data but with dif-

ferent presentations for illustration convenience. As shown in

Fig. 7(b), the simulated and experimental results are depicted

one by one for all four wavelengths (delays). We can clearly

see that the experimental results match well with the simulated

ones in terms of peak/null locations and their periodicities.

The difference between the two results may be introduced by

the variation of the AWG-loop and the inevitable mm-wave

reflection in the real environment.

In Fig. 7(a), the simulated and experimental results are

separated to allow better illustration of the trends. The dif-

ferent wavelengths can select different paths (delays) of the

integrated AWG-loop, which results in the different beam

directions. As the wavelength increases from 1541.8 nm to

1546.6 nm, the delay decreases from 12 ps to 0 ps as shown

in Fig. 3, which causes the beam peaks to move from the

left side to the right side. There are more than one peaks

shown in the beam profiles for all delay (wavelength) cases.

For phased array antennas, it is well known that the grating

lobes can be suppressed if the element antenna distance d

is smaller than one half of the mm-wave wavelength (λmm).

In our experiment, due to the bulk aperture antennas, the
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Fig. 7. The received power versus x-axis offset for simulation and experiment, (a) the separated figures for the simulated and the experimental results; (b) the
one-by-one comparison between the simulated results and experimental ones for each delay.

Fig. 8. The measured error vector magnitude and power versus x-axis offset
for the received 38-GHz signal.

distance d is 1.93 cm, which is much larger than one half of

λmm (0.39 cm), thus the grating lobes exist and result in more

than one peaks in the beam profiles. The widely used patch

antenna with smaller size can solve such problem. The power

suppression ratios for all delays are more than 14 dB. This

can be further improved if the power balance of PD-1/-2 can

be conserved. The simulation well predicts such imbalance as

shown in Fig. 7(a). The experimental results show that the

beam peaks of different delays are with slight differences.

This may be induced by the variation of insertion loss of

the AWG-loop and the mechanism twist induced connection

loosing.

The measured EVM of the QPSK signal on 38-GHz mm-

wave is shown in Fig. 8 with the corresponding received

power. The two curves are normalized to allow better visual-

ization. The corresponding constellations are shown in Fig. 9.

The EVM curves agree well with the power curves, indicating

that the beam steering induced power variance determines the

quality of the received QPSK signal. When the mm-wave

beams direct to the receiving antenna, the EVMs can be

smaller than 9%, and the constellations are well converged

as shown in the first line of Fig. 9. As shown in Fig. 7,

around 14-dB power difference between the beam and the

Fig. 9. The measured constellations for received QPSK signal on 38-GHz
carrier frequency.

null can be achieved. This means for the nulls, the received

power is reduced by 14 dB. Such low received power even

cannot allow the demodulation of the QPSK signal. As shown

in Fig. 9, the constellation in the 1546.6-nm case with –6-cm

x-axis offset demonstrates an unsuccessful demodulation of the

QPSK signal. The EVM can be reduced from around 40% to

around 7%, indicating around 6 times quality enhancement.

The 14-dB spatial power focusing indicates that the power

leaked from one channel to the other neighbor spatial channels

can be significantly reduced by 14 dB, which can relieve the

heavy task of digital signal processing.

V. FIBER-WIRELESS LINK FOR HIGH DENSITY

POINT-TO-PIONT ARCHITECTURE

As discussed in Section II, the high density architecture

aims for high capacity systems but with high complexity.

Here we design and investigate the mm-wave beam steered

fiber -wireless link based on the same photonic mm-wave

beamformer with Section IV. To reduce the modulators used

in optical transmitters, a single reversely modulated dual-

electrode MZM without electrical mixers is used for high

optical modulation efficiency and electrical-bottleneck-free
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Fig. 10. Experimental setup and results of simplified fiber-wireless link for high density point-to-point architecture.

operation. In order to boost the system capacity and perfor-

mance, the single carrier half-cycled (HC) QAM-16 modula-

tion format is employed. It keeps the same spectral efficiency

as OFDM but enables a lower peak-to-average ratio compared

to OFDM. With these enabling techniques, a simplified fiber-

wireless link with beam steering capability is demonstrated to

exceed 16 bits/s/Hz (4 spatial channels ×4 bits/s/Hz) spatial-

spectral efficiency. The bit rate of a spatial channel is 8 Gb/s

and the channel isolation is 14 dB.

The reversely modulated DE-MZM mm-wave RoF link

based on the integrated AWG-loop is schematically shown

in Fig. 10. The 12.8 dBm wavelength-tunable optical carrier

passes to a 10 GHz DE-MZM via a polarization controller. A

40 GHz clock signal is applied to the upper arm, and an 8

Gb/s HC QAM-16 signal (2 Gbaud with 2 GHz bandwidth,

raised cosine shaping, β = 0.01, spectrum shown in Fig. 10(f))

at 3 GHz is applied to the lower arm. Here we use a

cheap low-bandwidth DE-MZM as the HC QAM-16 signal

is modulated in the low frequency range (<4.5 GHz). The

limited-bandwidth induced power fading just decreases the

40 GHz LO power rather than the HC QAM-16 signal quality.

The MZM is biased at its power null point (E-field linear point)

to allow high modulation efficiency. The data is modulated

close to the center while the LO is modulated as sidebands

with a so-called reversely modulated manner. The spectrum

of the modulated optical signal is shown in Fig. 10(a). Less

than 10 dB carrier-to-sideband suppression is achieved for

high modulation efficiency. After 5 km SMF, the optical

signal is split into two paths. One directly connects to a

photodiode (PD-1) with a bulk tunable offset compensation

line (OfstCL). The other passes through the AWG-loop cou-

pled by two cleaved SMFs. The features of AWG-loop are

already discussed in Section III. The converted signals are

then amplified by two 40 GHz band amplifiers (EA-1 and

EA-2) to transmit the HC QAM-16 signal wirelessly via two

identical 40 GHz aperture antennas (AnT-1/-2). A 40 GHz

aperture antenna (AnR) for receiving the wireless signal is

moved along an optical rail. A RF receiver (RF-Rx) (shown in

Fig. 10(e)) comprises an electrical down-converter and a real

time 50 GSaps oscilloscope (DPO) for signal demodulation

and analysis. Geometric parameters for the antenna locations

can be found in Fig. 10. Four spatial channels can be steered by

tuning the wavelength of the optical carrier. The spectra of the

tuned wavelengths at 1541.8, 1543.4, 1545.0, 1546.6 nm are

depicted in Fig. 10(b). Their intentional asymmetric profiles

form single sideband modulation, which can avoid frequency

fading effects.

As shown in Fig. 10(h), the measured power (dot) along

x-axis and its simulated counterpart (line) are depicted one by

one for all four wavelengths (delays). We can clearly see that

the experimental results match well with the simulated ones

in terms of peak/null locations and their periodicities. In the
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real environment, the difference between two results may be

introduced by the inevitable mm-wave reflection. Wavelength

tuning results in delay tuning and further controls radio beam

directions. As the wavelength increases from 1541.8 nm to

1546.6 nm, the delays decreases from 12 ps to 0 ps as shown

in Fig. 3, which results in the beam peaks moving from the

left side to the right side. For phased array antennas, it is well

known that the side lobes can be suppressed if the element

antenna distance d is smaller than one half of the mm-wave

wavelength (λmm). In our experiment, due to the bulk aperture

antennas, the distance d is 1.93 cm, which is much larger

than one half of λmm (0.39 cm), thus the side lobes exist,

resulting in more than one peak in the beam profiles as shown

in Fig. 10(h) and (i). They can be easily avoided by using patch

antennas. The power suppression ratios for all delays are more

than 14 dB. This means a 14 dB channel isolation, which is

good enough for independent spatial channels. It can be further

improved with a good power balance between PD-1/-2 or

with a larger antenna array. The simulation well predicts such

unbalance as shown in Fig. 10(h). The signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR) shown in Fig. 10(i) is measured based on the received

power of wireless signals, which exhibits a good matching

with the measured power in Fig. 10(h). The measured EVM

of the 8 Gb/s HC QAM-16 signal is shown in Fig. 9(i). The

EVM curves show a very good matching with the SNR curves

as we expected. Thus, it is evident that beam steering allocates

the power peak to a specified location. The resulting SNR

enhancement allows a good signal performance (in terms of

EVM). Two representative constellations at a peak and a null

are shown in Fig. 10(c) and (d). At the peak, the EVM is

7% and the constellations are well converged as shown in

Fig. 10(c). Its RF spectrum is shown in Fig. 10(f). At the null,

the received power is reduced by 14 dB. Such low received

power cannot even allow the demodulation of HC QAM-16

signal. Its RF spectrum shown in Fig. 10(g) indicates an

evident power suppression.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we explore the mm-wave beam steered fiber-

wireless systems for 5G indoor coverage, in terms of network

architectures, key enabling devices and fiber-wireless links.

First, we explore two kinds of indoor fiber-wireless network

architectures for such mm-wave beam steering. Then we

discuss and characterize the key enabling device of arrayed

waveguide grating feedback loop (AWG-loop). Based on the

AWG-loop, we further design two fiber-wireless links to

accommodate the two network architectures. Both links with

bit rates from 50 Mb/s to 8 Gb/s per spatial channel are

experimentally demonstrated with a 38-GHz carrier frequency.

The advanced reversely modulated optical transmitter and

half-cycled QAM-16 modulation are employed to realize a

simplified mm-wave beam steered fiber-wireless link with a

record-breaking 16 bits/s/Hz (4 spatial channels ×4 bits/s/Hz)

spatial-spectral efficiency in its kind. The mm-wave beam

steering is also observed. Four mm-wave beams with different

directions are experimentally demonstrated with a 14-dBm

spatial isolation between each other.
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